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The Role of the IT Architect …
Source: https://www.iasaglobal.org/itabok/what-is-it-architecture/
IT architecture is the art and science of designing and 
delivering valuable technology strategy.
Wired to survive but …
Source: http://www.jagdeeprajput.com/Latest%20Large/Approaching-Royal-Bengal-Ti.jpg
Human beings are 
illogical and irrational. 
For most of our 
existence, survival 




decision was more 
important than 
making an accurate 
one. This has meant 
that the human brain 
has developed an 
array of mental 
shortcuts.
Doing it right but …
Source: https://salesbenchmarkindex.com/insights/hit-the-number-with-the-right-balance-of-strategy-and-
execution/




























Some Hard Lessons Learned
Source: http://www.smallkitchengarden.net/small-kitchen-garden/the-vine-ripened-tomato-lie
Framing the problem …
Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/82/Oakland_Bay_Bridge_Western_Part.jpg
















“Empathy at the beginning is the heartbeat 
of the project as you begin to move forward”




























Voice versus Mind 
Read at … http://www.destinationmarketing.org/future_studies/content/chapters-nbt/NBT08-ModelBuilding101-
ValueModel.pdf
In other words we need to focus 
less on the ‘voice of the 
customer’ and more on the 
‘mind of the customer’.
How can we get access to the 












Creating a bias for doing …
Source: http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/stone-age-the-art-and-craft-of-paleo-toolmaking-slide-show1/
Failing in order to Succeed …
“Position yourself to 
fail small in order to 









Focusing on points of failure
Source: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2154839/Black-swan-stands-gatecrashing-group-600-white-ones-ancient-swannery.html
The jet black swan has arrived at Abbotsbury Swannery in Dorset and set up 

















Prototype it – but which prototype





























?“Just because things 
are the way they are, 
doesn’t mean that is 
the way they should 
be"
Traversing the funnel …
Source: https://www.slideshare.net/craigrmartin/hybrid-thinking-the-missing-link?qid=fe4123ce-c7e7-4456-
8fc8-c1b66468d456&v=&b=&from_search=1
A Process for the funnel …
















Doing things right versus doing the right things.
Source: http://funnyshit.com.au/img/not-my-job-redux.jpg
Moving from ‘playing not to lose’ to ‘playing to 
win’
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